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The decision to leave the North
Valley and move to the city core
arose from the desire to join together the experiences of family
life and "work." Near downtown
Albuquerque in an area that predates current single-use zoning
this mixture was possible.
By acquiring two warehouses
and a derelict house on contiguous
lots, we had the potential of physically integrating our home with
the architectural studio and my
wife's dance workshop.
By constructing patio walls that
spanned between the three unrelated buildings, it was possible to
spatially interconnect the three
living-work functions; at the same
time, each function retained its
own sense of place and separation.
The residual patios and yards each
have a separate character-hardsurfaced urban, grassy-play, and a
vegetable garden.
The warehouses were minimally
remodele d - north glazing for
light in the architectural studio
and a dance floor in the other. The
existing house was completely
gutted. Rear screen porches became extensions of the living space
and kitchen. The front porch became an entrylock jgreenhouse. By
removing the low ceiling over the
living area and restructuring the
flanking attic areas for floor loads,
a master bedroom loft was created.
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Using the restructured second
floor as an anchor, an outdoor balcony was cantilevered over the
patio below. A second bath was
added on the new second floor
along with a study. This bedroom
loft space is totally open with tempered glass balustrades reinforcing
the feeling of openness. Draperies
pull around the sleeping area for
privacy. The old dormer became a
light monitor.
From the living room floor the
ceiling height is 26 feet at the apex
instead of the old 9 foot flat ceiling. A new spiral stair connects to
the upper floor.
The first floor bedrooms were
rearranged to provide better privacy and the existing bath was expanded. Access to a side patio was
provided by changing the dining
room bay window to a sliding glass
door with a redwood deck and
stairs. A continuous deck and steps
run along the house at the rear.
Interior materials are redwood
and dri-wall. An antique cut glass
dining room cabinet was refinished and retained. All existing
windows were removed and replaced with aluminum windows or
doors. A new shingle roof was installed and the house was stuccoed
beige over a conglomeration of
stone , clapboard siding, and
stucco.
I think of the complex as a
small urban design /renewal project-beyond the usual "remodel."
Old buildings were recombined
and reused rather than discarded
-we needn't always build new
ones from scratch. Also, the work
accomplished (and money spent)
builds faith in the neighborhood.
The existing ethnic patterns of the
neighborhood are rich and exciting-an ideal setting for the mixed
uses of our complex. We have
tried to reaffirm natural processes
in the city core by maintaining a
large vegetable garden, much
planting and. a . closed irrigation
system in which excess rain and
irrigation water is lead through a
sump to an open joint drain system
under the garden-rather than losing the moisture to the city storm
sewer system. Cottonwood trees
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and a fountain re-transpire moisture for evaporative cooling effect
in the summer. The, huddled-together buildings provide protection from sun, wind and blowing
dust.
The greatest benefit derived
from the mixed use approach is
the feeling of integration of family
life and work. The parent's professional activiti es are part of the
children's everyday lives, which
was not the case in the commuter
existence we formerly had. There
is a continuum, with no sense of
an 8 to 5 "job."
Side benefits have also devel16

oped, such as getting rid of one
of our cars.
Without intending to proselytize, this does represent an alternative available to many in a similar
situation. Although highest priority must be given to the energyresource crises, there are more immediate levels of attack on th e
way we live. By recycling old
buildings and not always building
new ones, and by integrating family and work in one location , thereby reducing,automobile dependency, a small impa ct is made on our
generally consumptive life-style.

-Antoine Predock
NMA May·June, 1972
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